Post-translational events of a model reporter protein proceed with higher fidelity and accuracy upon mild hypothermic culturing of Chinese hamster ovary cells.
Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO) are routinely used in industry to produce recombinant therapeutic proteins and a number of studies have reported increased recombinant mRNA levels at temperatures <37 degrees C. Surprisingly, the effect of reduced temperature on mRNA translation in CHO cells has not been investigated despite this process being highly responsive to environmental stresses. The relationship between low temperature culturing of CHO cells and mRNA translation was therefore investigated using labeling studies and dual luciferase reporter gene technology. Global protein synthetic capacity was not greatly affected at 32 degrees C but was diminished at lower temperatures. The expression of both cap-dependent and cap-independent (IRES driven) mRNA translated luciferase reporter gene activity was highest at 32 degrees C on a per cell basis and this was partially accounted for by increased mRNA levels. Importantly, post-translational events appear to proceed with higher fidelity and accuracy at 32 than 37 degrees C resulting in increased yield of active protein as opposed to an increase in total polypeptide synthesis. Therefore at 32 degrees C recombinant cap-dependent mRNA translation appears sufficient to maintain recombinant protein yields on a per cell basis and this is associated with improved post-translational processing.